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OFFICIAL STATE CABINET AGENCY RESPONSE TO THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT ON WASHINGTON 

STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:  IMPROVING THE TOLL COLLECTION SYSTEM   
APRIL 29, 2016  

This coordinated management response to the State Auditor’s Office (SAO) performance audit 

report received on April 8, 2016, is provided by the Washington State Department of Transportation 

(WSDOT) and the Office of Financial Management (OFM).  

 

SAO PERFORMANCE AUDIT OBJECTIVES:  

The purpose of SAO’s audit was two-fold:  

1. To assess how well WSDOT’s statewide electronic toll system processes, collects and reports 

toll transactions, and if issues exist, why.  

2. To assess whether the toll system complies with state and industry information security 

standards, and if not, why not. 

 
 

SAO FINDINGS: 

1. Toll system lacks key functions and has other operational limitations that affect toll processing, 

collection and reporting. 

2. WSDOT has not been successful in enforcing toll system vendor compliance with information 

security requirements. 

3. WSDOT’s limited attention to adding necessary expertise, establishing functions and processes, 

and completing toll system develop led to system issues. 

4. Enhancing leadership and management activities is needed to ensure similar issues do not occur 

while developing and implementing the next generation toll system. 

 

SAO Recommendation 1: To the Secretary of Transportation, we recommend:  Require the 

Assistant Secretary of the Toll Division to develop a long-term business strategy to support and 

improve current operations as well as the next generation toll system. Items to address include: 

a) Obtain input from stakeholders in the Legislature and the Washington State Transportation 

Commission, as appropriate to their roles in tolling operations, to develop a long-term 

business strategy and plan. 

b) Obtain appropriate technical and project management expertise, either from within WSDOT 

or by hiring qualified technical experts. 

c) Ask the Tolling Expert Review Panel to evaluate the strategic plan and to provide feedback to 

the Legislature and a progress update to the Transportation Commission. 

d) Provide a progress update on the strategic plan to the Legislature and Transportation 

Commission. 

e) Conduct an annual review of the strategic plan with the Review Panel and provide a progress 

update on any changes to the Legislature and Transportation Commission. 
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STATE RESPONSE:  

WSDOT supports the recommendation to develop a more comprehensive long-term business plan 

for the toll program. The plan will incorporate the items highlighted in the recommendation and 

map out the performance requirements and the budget needed to improve near- and long-term 

operations. In fact, in 2013, we began planning efforts to obtain a new vendor. 

 

In addition to ongoing business planning efforts, in 2014, WSDOT began providing quarterly reports 

to the Legislature on planning efforts to issue a request for proposal (RFP) for a new toll vendor. 

Prior to those reports, Toll Division staff, recognizing the need for an improved toll system contract 

for both back office and customer service systems, had begun budget discussions with OFM. 

 

We worked with the Legislature to include language in the 2016 supplemental transportation budget 

that requires OFM and the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) to review the new toll 

vendor RFP for mitigating risk to the state and ensuring the vendor meets all applicable security 

standards. 

 

Toll policy is established by the Legislature. WSDOT reports regularly to legislative leadership 

about Toll Division activities, and agrees that legislators and Governor Inslee play a vital role in  

the development of the long-term business plan. While WSDOT values its partnership with the 

Transportation Commission as the body that establishes toll rates, it does not have a governance 

role for WSDOT as a whole or the Toll Division in particular. Nonetheless, WSDOT will continue 

coordination with the Transportation Commission, as appropriate.  

 

Action Steps and Time Frame:  

 Formalize the Toll Division business model. It will include identifying needs for additional 

expertise and approving a cohesive, long-term business plan prior to the 2017 legislative 

session. By December 31, 2016. 

The plan will include: 

o Further engaging with the Legislature and Transportation Commission to develop a shared 

vision for the Toll Division, prioritize division activities and clarify how legislative policy 

actions will affect Toll Division growth and operations.   

o Engaging the Tolling Expert Review Panel to evaluate and annually update the Toll 

Division’s long-term business plan and strategy, and incorporate its feedback. 

 

SAO Recommendation 2:  To the Secretary of Transportation, we recommend:  Address the 

leadership and management weaknesses identified in this report: 

a) Develop appropriate processes and functions within the Toll Division to oversee all aspects 

of new initiatives and projects, including working with other state agencies to identify and 

resolve concerns, coordinating schedules and resources, and ensuring contract compliance. 

b) Establish effective two-way communication protocols with key stakeholders in the Legislature 

and Transportation Commission, which include frequent interactions and outreach to assess 

whether the level of engagement and information provided meets their needs. 

c) Ensure the toll system vendor completes the required independent reviews and assessments to 

comply with security standards, and seek remediation of any identified issues.   
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STATE RESPONSE:  

While there is always room for improvement, the Toll Division has effective project management 

policies in place and works continually with other agencies to provide the best possible service to 

taxpayers. One of WSDOT’s strategic goals concerns workforce development. This is a focus area 

for the Toll Division and the rest of the department.  

 

A key element of this goal includes providing employee training to develop skills — training that 

requires financial and staff resources to be completed. Budget constraints related to the approved 

use of toll revenues have limited funds for employee training. These limitations also have led to 

cancelling membership in appropriate trade and industry organizations, such as the International 

Bridge, Turnpike and Tunnel Association. WSDOT will be seeking support for training resources. 

 

In addition to skills and best practices training, the Toll Division business plan will ensure Toll 

Division staff members have the expertise to adapt to changing technologies and trends.   

 

As noted earlier in this response, WSDOT executives and staff members communicate regularly 

with members of the Legislature and other key stakeholders. These communications include 

requested briefings, regular reports provided to members, and regular meetings with legislative 

leadership to address questions or inform them about upcoming milestones. Toll Division staff 

members also work with legislative staff to provide information and answer questions.  

 

We agree that as part of our outreach work, we should assess how effective these communication 

efforts are and determine how they can be improved.  

 

The department has worked with the toll vendor to comply with information technology security 

requirements in its contract. These include requirements established by the OCIO, as well as 

Payment Card Industry (PCI) standards. The vendor received an external PCI report on compliance 

on April 22, 2016. The vendor anticipates receiving the final report from its external OCIO security 

standards audit by May 31, 2016.  

 

Action Steps and Time Frame:  

 Incorporate in the Toll Division business plan the training and budget needed to support this 

recommendation. By December 31, 2016 

 Ensure the business plan addresses stakeholder involvement in the Toll Division’s work 

program. By December 31, 2016 

 Ensure the vendor receives the final report from its external OCIO security standards audit.  

By May 31, 2016 

 

SAO Recommendation 3:  To the Secretary of Transportation, we recommend: Address the current 

toll collection system limitations and operational challenges we identified in this report: 

a) Implement processes and functionality that focus on toll collection before penalties are 

added, to maximize toll revenue collections and to give customers every opportunity to pay 

their bill before civil penalties are imposed. 

b) Implement processes and functionality to facilitate write-offs of tolls, fees and penalties 

WSDOT no longer expects to collect. 
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c) Include functions that facilitate analysis and evaluation of toll transaction and financial data 

in the next generation system procurement. 

d) Evaluate the costs versus the benefits of the 25-cent photo fee for image based tolls, and 

seek elimination of the fee if appropriate. 

e) Work with the Department of Licensing to improve the accuracy of registered vehicle owner 

information and consider the benefits of using software to verify the validity of customer 

addresses. 

f) Consider further reductions in the frequency and number of reconciliation reports manually 

prepared by the toll system vendor. 

g) Conduct customer outreach to provide added information on how to properly register, install 

and maintain Good to Go! accounts, passes and license plates. 

h) Resolve transaction processing flaws that complicate creation of toll bills. 

 

STATE RESPONSE:  

WSDOT is committed to continued improvements in toll collection, including collection of tolls as 

early as possible in the process. The Customer Program for Resolution, as well as the Advocate for 

the Customer program, are examples of these improvements. The department will continue to look 

at both short-term and long-term improvements in this area that provide the most cost-effective and 

customer-friendly approaches.  

 

We believe the audit report does not accurately characterize WSDOT’s toll collection rate. We 

suggest that it is beneficial to compare it with other industry benchmarks. At WSDOT’s request, the 

Tolling Expert Review Panel (ERP) provided feedback on the following question: “What is the 

view of the ERP on the overall collection rates for Washington State Tolls based upon the 

experiences elsewhere?” Its response was: 

“At 94% of all transactions resulting in a paid toll within the period when tolls were 

incurred, Washington’s toll systems are among the nation’s best performers. This is 

particularly true when considering that nearly 50% of the tolls were collected in an  

All Electronic Tolling environment (SR 520) and that billed tolls would still have  

been in process during this time. Billed revenues would normally come in late and it is 

reasonable to expect a 9-12 month collection period to achieve a 65-70% collection rate.” 

 

The Toll Division is working with the back-office system vendor to design, implement and install 

the write-off module, including a cost benefits analysis.  

 

WSDOT also agrees that the next generation back-office system should better analyze and monitor 

system performance and offer more efficient managerial reporting.  

 

Moreover, WSDOT continues to help customers resolve outstanding penalties for unpaid tolls. In 

July 2015, WSDOT implemented its Customer’s Program for Resolution, which has benefited 

50,000 customers, including I-405 express toll lane drivers, by waiving $20 million in fees and 

penalties. 

 

The Toll Division will review its business practices to find other opportunities to increase the toll 

program’s efficiency without sacrificing customer service.  
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Action Steps and Time Frame: 

 Work with the vendor to design, implement and install the write-off module for its back-office 

toll system. By December 31, 2016.  

 Review current business practices to find other opportunities to increase the toll program’s 

efficiency without sacrificing customer service, and incorporate lessons learned in the 

procurement process for the next generation system. By December 31, 2016.  

 

This review will include at a minimum the following:  

o Increase the collection efforts for outstanding tolls as early as possible in the collection 

process. 

o Determine cost effectiveness and efficiency of applying the 25-cent fee for Pay By Plate 

toll transactions. 

o Increase accuracy of registered owner information between WSDOT and the Department 

of Licensing to reduce the volume of return mail and research other methods of ensuring 

accurate owner information. 

o Provide further refinements to the financial reconciliation process. 

o Determine additional methods for customer outreach to improve customer service. 

o Provide further refinements in toll transaction processing. 

 
 


